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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

Date: November 27, 2019

The Mayor 
The City Council

To:

Richard H. Llewellyn, Jr., City Administrative OfficerFrom:

Subject: INNOVATION FUND RECOMMENDATION - PROJECT SANITARY STATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

That the Council, subject to the approval of the Mayor:

Establish and appropriate a new appropriation account entitled LAPD - Project Sanitary 
Stations in the amount of $40,000 within the Innovation Fund No. 105/10 from the 
available cash balance of the Innovation Fund.

1.

Transfer $40,000 from the Innovation Fund 105/10, Account to be Established, LAPD - 
Project Sanitary Stations to Fund 100/70 as follows:

2.

Fund/Dept. Account No. Account Name Amount
100/70 $ 15,000 

25.000 
$ 40,000

003040
003090

Contractual Services 
Field Equipment Expense 

Total:
100/70

Instruct LAPD to:
Separately track all encumbrances and expenditures of Innovation Fund monies 
so that unspent funds can be returned to the Innovation Fund at the end of the 
fiscal year;
Report to the Innovation and Performance Commission with an accounting of the 
funds, the lessons learned, and any obstacles faced; and,
Report to the Innovation and Performance Commission if, after the receipt of funds, 
the scope of the funded item differs from the scope approved for funding by the 
Mayor and the City Council.

3.
a.

b.

c.

4. Authorize the City Administrative Officer to make technical corrections as necessary to 
those transactions included in this report, including to change the appropriation of funds 
to different expense accounts within the Police Department, in order to implement Mayor 
and Council intentions.
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SUMMARY

The City Administrative Officer herewith transmits the recommendation of the 
Innovation and Performance Commission (IPC) to approve funding in the amount of $40,000 
from the Innovation Fund (IF) for the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) - Project Sanitary 
Stations. Please note, as with all IPC recommendations, this report presents the idea as 
submitted by the Department and approved by the IPC along with the necessary 
recommendations to implement the idea as presented. If the scope of the Innovation Fund item 
changes after the Department receives funding, the Department must return to the IPC to 
present the revised scope to the Commission to determine whether alternative 
recommendations are required.

The Los Angeles Police Protective League (LAPPL), an organization representing 
over 9,000 sworn members of the Los Angeles Police Department, submitted the Project 
Sanitary Stations pilot on behalf of the LAPD. According to LAPPL, LAPD officers have been 
contracting viruses and diseases at an alarming rate and a main contributor to this increase in 
illnesses is due to pathogens entering police facilities on the soles of officer’s shoes. This pilot 
aims to reduce the number of pathogens tracked in to LAPD’s Central Community Police Station 
(Central Division). Through the pilot, officers would utilize HealthySole UV shoe sanitizer, which 
is stated to kill 99.9 percent of pathogens on the soles of shoes in eight seconds. If successful, 
LAPPL states that this pilot will reduce the number of officers contracting illnesses and diseases 
as well as help LAPD determine the long-term viability and durability of the machines.

LAPPL indicates that Central Division was chosen as the pilot location because of 
a recent typhus outbreak among officers. As a result of the outbreak, LAPPL researched ways 
to reduce the spread of pathogens within LAPD stations. In October, LAPPL purchased one 
HealthySole UV shoe sanitizer for Central Division. Though the machine was used by officers, 
having only one machine in a division with multiple main entry points did not significantly reduce 
the amount of pathogens overall. Through this pilot, LAPD will purchase five HealthySole UV 
shoe sanitizers and place them at the five main entry points in LAPD’s Central Division. LAPPL 
stated that HealthySole is the primary manufacturer of UV shoe sanitizers. These shoe sanitizers 
were originally built for the medical industry but are becoming popular in the public safety 
community due to their effectiveness. Once implemented, LAPPL believes that these sanitary 
stations will help significantly reduce the amount of pathogens entering Central Division.

Once the sanitizers are installed, all officers entering Central Division would stand 
on the UV shoe sanitizer. Once the heel and toe of the officer’s shoe is detected on the machine, 
the officer would need to stand for eight seconds on the machine. After eight seconds, as 
indicated by an audible timer, the officer would step from the contaminated area into a sterile 
area, establishing a more sanitary work environment for officers. A micro-bacterial study will be 
conducted before and after the machine’s deployment. A periodic officer survey will be 
conducted to gauge officer’s level of engagement with the machines and their level of confidence 
in the machines. Lastly, an analysis of officer injuries and illnesses related to environmental 
conditions will be performed before and after the machines have been installed.

The Commission recommended funding of $40,000 for the Project Sanitary 
Stations pilot. The cost of this pilot includes the purchase of five HealthySole UV shoe sanitizers
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($5,000 each), totaling $25,000. The cost also includes up to $15,000 to conduct studies and 
analyses to determine the effectiveness of the pilot, analyzing which pathogens are reduced and 
how the pilot has impacted the overall health of the officers at Central Division. This additional 
$15,000 for studies was not included in the original submission by LAPPL; however, the 
Commission added this funding in order to help determine the overall success of the pilot. The 
Commission’s approval of the additional $15,000 requires that any unspent funds allocated for 
these studies would revert back to the Innovation Fund.

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Approval of these recommendations will allocate $40,000 of the remaining 
$1,073,234 Innovation Fund 2019-20 available balance. The $40,000 will be transferred to the 
Police Department to begin implementation of the pilot project that has been approved by the 
Innovation and Performance Commission. In some cases, departments will incur ongoing costs.
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